
Liability Exclusion Declaration                  

Name: ____________________________ First Name: ______________________________

Responsibility: The participant (driver) explained by his signature that he participates at his
own risk on the roadbooktours. He bears responsibility for all  damages caused by him or
caused by the vehicle/motorcycle. He makes provision for adequate insurance coverage. The
participant assures to be the holder of a valid driving license. He drives at his own risk and
assures to take part on the tours with his own motorcycle. This is approved for use on public
roads and in appropriate condition. It applies to the road traffic regulations of the respective
destination country as well as the statutory requirements for liability and vehicle insurance.
The organizer  has  no additional  insurance.  The  participant  assures  to  participate  at  the
roadbooktours only with proper motorcycle protective clothing.

In case of the driver is not the owner and holder of the motorcycle, the participant needs a
waiver of liability from the vehicle owner.

Waiver  of  Liability:  The  participants  (driver)  waived  by  signing  and  submitting  the
application  for  all  the  costs  associated  with  the  roadbooktours  suffered  accidents  or
damages. He has no right of action or recourse against the organizer, his representatives or
assistants, landowners and any other persons who are associated with the organization of
the event.

This  waiver  is  also  valid  to  the  relatives  of  the  participant.  The  signatory  releases  the
organizer also from third-party claims that may be asserted in connection with any damage
he has caused.

This agreement will be effective for all parties concerned upon submission of the application
to  the  organizer.  The  organizer  reserves  the  right  to  cancel  the  event  if  this  is  due  to
extraordinary circumstances, without accepting any liability to pay compensation.

I have read and accepted the liability exclusion declaration

Date:                          Signature (Driver):

_______________ _____________________________________________________



                                                                    

Please return the Liability Exclusion Declaration by Email.

Email: info@moto-adventures.de


